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PREFACE
a

A
4.

t

This ceport, supported in part by the United States Navy Personnel

Research and Development-Center, was prepared for a conference that they a

' sponsored An Schooling and the Educationaf Process, held'in San Diego,

Calffor.nia, November'20-22, 1975; Work on this report was also supported:

by the Californta Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing,

through funds provided by the National Institute of Education for the

Beginning Te'acker Evaluation Study (BTES)...

The CaliforniaCommission is the agency cha*ed with:eertifying tH

appropriateness of teacher-training programs throughout the State.' Simply

put, the Commission wants information about what teacher behaviors are ,

related to - student outcomes. This information will then be used jointly

by theCommission and the State institutions thatlit certifieYin,order

to better insure'that beginning teachers receive training in are4s that'

have been empirlcally demonstrated to affect student learning. The re-

search engaged -in by the BTES staftries to provide the Commission with '

the information it\requires.1
S

The Principal Investigatur of the BTES project (David C.'Berliner)

A

and a member 04,the Califorpia CoMmission's Research Adyisoiv Board

(Barak Rosenshine) co- authored this paper to present some ideas about

how instruction in genera', 4nd direct tnstruction in particular, affect

the acquisition of knowledge in the classroom, this,paper is concerned



with the effects of the curricula to bQ taught, the metho'd by which

infdrmation is communicated, and the teacheri.s role in fostering tfie

acqu)sition of knowledge End skills. The BTES staff shares, with

other 'researchers, a growing belief that direct instruction is a causal

fdctor in student achievement.

As in other documents of the Far West Laborato?y,,the.views pre-
.

4 rented in:this paper are not ecessarily endorsed" either by the California

Commission for Teacher Prepartion and Licensing, the United States Navy

Personnel,Research andDevlopment Center, or the National Institute

3. of Education.

.,

Dayid C. Berliner
Principal Investigator

February:197-6'

44,



THE,ACOU1SITION OF KNOWLEDGE 1N THE CLASSROOM'

Dav,ick C. Berl inert

Far West Laboratory. for Educational Research and Development

and
1

Barak Rosenshine

University of Illinois.

\ Any description of how knowledge is acquired in the classroom must,

'at'a minimum, focus o three critical areas. These aeeas are the curri-

cula to be taught, the m thod by which.information is communicated, and

the teacher's role in fosterinn'the acquisition of knowledge and skills

so that classroom instruction is interesting, comnrehensible, and

ant. An, examination of these three concerns will lead to some simple,

,

principles about how students learn in classrooms, particularly at the

primary grades.

The Curricula to be Taunht
it

The question, of what is to be taught is usuelly answered, in a ,

qeneral'way, throunh the auidelines.set forth by state curriculum comaiiii-

tees. At a more.specific level, the issue is settled by commercial nub-

lishers, _The curriculumloaterifals.imuse,,to a large degree, define the'

knowledge to be as uired by 'students and thus define for the teacher what

1 Thi- report will appear as a-chapter in Schooling and the Educational

edited by R.C, Anderson, R.J. Spiro, ancrW.E. Montague,

published by Earlbaum,Associate5 of RillsdaTe, New Jersey. This book

will be published late in 1976.'

2
Dr. Mar40-et Bierly,'Department of Psychology, California .S, to University

at Moo", assisted in the development .of this naper.

6
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tp be taoht. Curriculum evaluation studies may, therefore, oroyrde

.some insight into how bodies of knowledae are acquired by students.
4 ,

I- Walker and Schaffarzick (1974) examined over twenty studies that com-

7 parPd tr'idents xposed to different curricula iri the_same subject ac'ea. (

.

[Nially,,these studies were like horse,races comparing an innovative cur-

riculum with a traditional one. The most interesting part of their review

was a comparis'on Of results where.the adhievement tests of knowledge'ac-

quired from the different curricula were analyzed py, the content bias of

91-

those tests. 'Table 1 presents these findings.

INSERT TABLE 1 HERE

f
I

These data Make clear tha't !'innovative arouns are ovemhelmihaly

superior on tests biased in their direction, and traditional aroups do

.noticeabli, but not overwhelmingly, better on tests biased their way

(Walker.and Schaffarzick, 1974, pp. 92-93}.11 -One of the curriculum stud-

ies provided a comparison of a new math textbook(SMSG) with'a traditional.

textbook. The'investigators 'found that use of the new math textbook'was ,

associated with increased student achievement on tests measuring comprehen-!

.sibn of mathematics, and with lowei- student,knerformance on tests measuring

4. computational ability. Conversely, use of the traditional textbook was.-

associat,ed with increased performance on tests of computatio9a1 ski

4a

lower performance on tests of Mathematical comprehensjon (Wilson, lahen, and

Benle -, 1970)., In an international study of mathematics achievement if was

concluded that there is a strikinq.relationship between the national.emphasis

on particOlar curriculum areas, as rated by teachers within a country,, and

the stuleint's achievement in Oat country .(Husn, 1967).

'
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The conclusion to be drawn frov.theSe stydies,is that one curriculum

I, neither intrinsically better nor worse than another, but rather that

-different curricula result in different Patterns of acquiring knowledge.,

' r

What knoWledne is acquired depends on the coverage and emphasis of thcur-

riculum in use. When curricula differ, they will nroduce different levels

of outcomes. When curricula have common areas of concern, they will show

parity, producing outcomes ofequal magnitudes for those areas aiven'similar

coverage and emphasis

This brief and highly selective review of curriculum evaluation leads

to the conclusion that'-different curricula have equipotentiality for induc-

ing knowledge' acquisition in the cldtsroom. Data angrea4ed at the class-

\f:-E

room level indicate that for differing curricula whose cqyerage and content

emphasis are similar, the amount and types of knowledge acquired will be

rounhly equivalent, when measured by nonbiased achievement tests.

These results, however, 'do not imply that individual students acquire

knowledge in similar ways. Different types of curriculh require different

teaching methods (e.g.., inductive vs. deductive) and cttn 5e cThstiied as

relatively structured or unstructured. These kinds of curriculum differ-
. . Z.

ences interact with student characteristics when analysis go'curriculum

qutcomes includes individual student data. For example,,Chastain (1970).

found three clear-cut aptitude-treatment-interactions. where, treatment

was a cuAriculum. These interactions are presentA in 'Table 2. Student out-

comes are shown to vary in theddifferent curricula when verbal ability is

taken into account. 00era,11mean differences between curricula are not evi-

dent.

INSERT TABLE 2 ARE

8
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Another curriculum study ilina_the student as theunit,of analysis

examined the whole-word and ling uistic (decoding) methods pf teachin%
, -

Initial reading (Stallings and Keepes, 1970).- Disordirial interactions'

were found between certain aptitudes measureby the Illinois Test of

Psycholinguistic Abilities. (ITPA)ted student outcomes. In some cases,

the whole-word MethOdlled to superior student acquisition of knowledge

and,sylls in beginning reading, and in other cases, the linguistic method-

was superior, depending upon 'students' ITPA aptitudes.

The conclusion to be arawn from this line of research is that dif-

ferina Curricula havedifferential potentiality for inducing the acquisi-

tion of knowledge when the student 'is used as the of analysis. The

concepts of equipotentiali.ty and differential potentiality are also use-
.

ful for examining the teaching methods used to communicate the information

to be acquired by students.,

The Method Of Communication

Teachers have a choice in the method they use to present a curriculum:

Types of methods, or recurrent .ifistructional strategies, applicable to

various subject matters, inclUde the4 folloWina:

patterned teacher behavior (e.g lecturing, discussion', recitation); '

deliVery systems for turricul6m (e:g., film, computer-assisted in-

struction (CAI), written discourse); and

organizational structures for promoting learning (e.g., cross-age

tutoring, indegendent(study, Keller plan).

Since teachers can usually select the method through'whiCh they will

communicate information, an examination of the various effects teaching
.

9.
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methods have on knowlkdge acquisition is in order. In one major review,r

Dubin
_
and lavaggia'(11968) reantlyzed the data from nearly 100 studies that

had compared variations Of lecture and discussibn methods at the collene

../level., These investigators were able to make 88 comparisons between tradi-
. IF

tional lecture and tradition'al discussion methods, as reported in 36 exper-

i'mental studies. Of,these comparisons, 51 percent-favored the lecturf and

49 percent favored the discussion method. Dubin-and Tavaggia also itandard-

ized the criterion .test scores reported in the studies, making them compar-

able from study to study. Across studies the differences between avekAage

test performance following exposure to lecture or exposure to discyssion

methods was very ,close to zero. 4

Similar results were found bY Dubin and Tavagaia in reviewing compari-

sons of (a) lecture and lecture-discussion methods in 7 studies, (b) dis-

cussionand lecture-discussion methods in 3 studies, (c) lecture methods\

Iii
.

0 iv 1

and supervised independe?It study Jiethcids in 14 studies, and (d) lecture-
4

discus-sion methods and sPpervised independent study methods in 9 studies.

Their aeneral conclusion was that teaching methods,do not differ in effec.-

tiveness as measured by achievement on final examinations. However, in

most school learning studies, an "equalizer" effect is at work. That

most mature fearners acquire learning frix written discourse (the text) as

well as from lecture, discussipn, or CAI, and so forth. Students who know

\\, that they will be taking a final exam compensate for any inadequacies' in

the way they are taught 6y relying heavily on the textbook. Thus, it is

difficult to determine differences-between teaching methods when'the text-

book helps to equalize achievement.

In another reyiew of different teaching methods, Jamison; Sunpes, ands.

10
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Well, (1974) examined the effectiveness of instructional radio, programMed

instruction, and computer-assisted instruction. Their conclusions

cate that instructional radio, suoOlemented With appropriate printed

material, can be.used to teach almost any.subject as effectively as other.
,

.

classroom methods,.. However, instructional radio-was not uniquely better

or worse than other methods. Their review of Programmed instruction,

vealed that it was gene'rally as effective as traditio4al methods, and

that neither traditional nor programmed instruction showed great diff6--

ences in effectiveness when compared with each other. ,After examining

computer-assisted instruction, they concluded that, as in o her methods
s

Of instruction surveyed in this report, no simple uniforM conclusions can

be drawn about the effectiveness. of CAI (p. 55)."

andand Sthramm (1967) made 421 comparisons of instructional tele-

visionvision with traditional methods of instruction. In'308 comparisons, no

Ognificant.differences in effectiveness werediscoverel-betweenmethods;
s

in 63 comparisons, instructional television appeared to be more effeCtive:_.

in 50ccomParisons, traditioiial teaching methods seemed more,effective.
0

Once again, the weight of evidence suggests that when the level of ewe-
r-

gatiOn is the class, different teaching' methods have equipotentiaTity.

As our statements above have indicated, there is sufficientevidence

to talk about the approximate eqUivalence among teachinOlethods when-the

acquisition of knowledge is used as' a criterion. Ths,'however, doeslot.

--mean that different teaching methodS are equivalent in other ways. For

,t,
example, it seems reasonable to conclude that programmed ifitruction can

result in a decrease in the amount
.

of time required for a student to

ac hieve specific educational goals. This is an irtortant efficiency factor.

I

.
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tikewiSe, at the, eleirientary-setool level , computer-assisted instruction

hts beep shown to beta beneficial supplement to. tradi tional .ihAruction;

at the same-time, however,, CAI necessitates i.ncreased exPenditures fpr

instal ting computer- equipment and programs. Achievement may` not_be, en-

hanced through the use crf small-0cup dfscUssions , but the, attitudes_OT

the students paricioating in the, discussio'ns' may be mort positive "Wan
/It

those of students learning. thrAgh other methods. As a final. example, thee
, .

,

highly motivating influence;of instruction,0 games on studelts is an ob--- ' ...t

i
.

vious beneficial factor evident to any observer. In sullImary, we might say
, (

that al thoutlh actual achievement, may be equi Val ent using 'differ-era' teach-

inging methods , other factors such as efficiency, attitude, or motivation

4

k

may differ greatly.
/

It is al k important to remember that different teething methods are

likely to have'di fferent potential' er affecting knowledge acquisition when

the student is the unit of analysis and student aptitudes are taken into

Account Dowaliby and Schumer (1973) examined the-relationship of anxiety .. .J

4 .
to student.performance in lecture vs. distussion-oriented teaching methods.

e
, ,

4

-I .
They concluded that:high-anxiety ,students. performed better than ;low- anxiety y

..

students iii the teache-centered lecture situation. Conversely, students; i/.
low in anxiety performed better than students hint, in anxiety irr-the student- ' ;

centered, discussion situation .:\ In another study, Doty (1967) Compared three

different types of. teaching methods: two structured methods conventional

lecture and audiotaped lecture), and one 'unstructured' methoel (small-group,,

discussion). She foQrrd that, if the s'ocial needs df students were high ,

achievement ryas high when the lecture and discussion methods were, used-

= and .65 , respecti vely ): But the hi gher:" the social needs of 'students

, .
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.
he poorer their performance when audiotaoed lectures were used (r =

When student creativity was examined, Doty-found, that correlations between
4,

creativity and'achievement in conve4itional-btecture and audio aped lecture

nenati.ve (r = -. 21 and t, .16 , resoeCti vely B eachi na
,

metho.d d was small' -aroun instruction, the correlation btween creaVivity
. -, . . I

and achievement 'was .37. ,.
., .-

,,
.

.

In summary, evidence shows that al t'hounhoone tel,chit'in method may' not;
.

be saperior to another_whenclass a'veraaes are examin,.ed, individual students
4 r

with particular- 'aptitudes often Perfof -7tm differently, depending on the sae

cific,method used for instruction. Thus, at the level Of the individual

student, teaching methods have different 'potential .,tfor affecting know-

ledge acqui si ti On
-`t

The Effects of Curriculdavand Methods on Knowledge AcquisitiOb

The fact 'that Significa-qt. amounts of knowledge are acquired -- re,aard-

Jess of the curriculum or teaching method diosen fot' instruction has
.

portantimplicatiOns.: It means that at some yet-torbe-understoo

the information value of the material Presented in the various ,curacula
,

and methods is often equivalent (cf.,,(4son, 1972), at least when the class

,is the Ait,of analysis. Perhaps information that is convexed by the -var--

'ins cuAkc'ula' and teachina ntetho6 is coded, stored, an'd retrieve from'

memory in similar ways by different people, no hatter how the information

was. `rst Obtained. Now else 'can one explain, that different 'students, ex-

posed primarily to only one teachina method or one curriculum cor-

r-,

e,

rectly. classify a piece o.f obsidian as igneous in oriain? One student may-
,

have lifirned earth science. through proaramrned instruction; another'stttent
,

may have learned through lecture; agid another from a textbook. In one class.:4,

, 13
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4

e curricule may have used a process approach, relying heavily on di-
,

cover}, by the student; iiranother clAss, a more deductive curriculum may

hive been ,used. In both cases, symbol systems were employed and informa-

tion was transferred.

: For certain students, acquisition Of knowledge about earth.science

may havo been enhancedby observing a discussion leader classifying rocks.

Other may. have watched a film on rock,classification in Which cues On ,

(- -

.

how to classify' were highlighted using special
0
film techniques. For-these

s.tudents, iconic representations of the information may haye been estab.-
.

lished. Still other students may. have gained enactive representations of

the requisite knowledge when a tutor brought in specimens'of oarticular

cracks for handl-ing, or, in the course of a Classrbom discussion or recita-
.

tion, the teacner oased out mineral samples to be examined. To use a

metaphor from Chomsky, it could be saidNthat although the surface struc-

ture of the information being presented appeared to be ()bite different,

,. the deep structure of the informetion.presented to students was similar.

All - curricula and methods allowed some student to derive 51Ifficient un-

derstanding of the origins of
.

rocks to displ ay appropriate acquisition of

knbwledge.

Information is presented in numerous forms and with varying degrees

of efficiency to the learner, who must attend, rehearse, .code, store, gen-.

eralize, ai-'1"d°retrieve it. 'New. kinds of concepts are needed to describe.the

nature of the learning that goes On when the deep structure of information

is processed in the mind of the learner. Attneave (1974) attempted to form

such a concept wien he suggested that we mpst posit the existence of lam-
,

guage-lik% reoresentatibnal structures, whose elements have word-like

de'

14
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status that provide meaning to all forms of our experience. To use another'/
metaphor, there must be an,elemental internal language which brevides mean-

ng for a student' s symboli C., iconi c , anti: enacti ve cl ass room experiences ,

much as a computer's machine language processes information from 'FORTRAN,

ALGOL, or COBOL entry languages At this elemental level of information-
.

processing, s'brface differences among the various curricula and telikinb

methods disappear. Thus, as an outgrowth of' the-iinternal learning proces's ,

knoWl edgel acquisition by students of simil ar ability levels will be
, 3 tequivalent, at .least when the content and emphasis of the curricula and'

methods are similar and the class i s the unit of analysis.

The Teacher's Role in Knowledge Acquisition

It is no longer acceptable to take seriously those who minimize the

impact of the teacher on the student's acquisition of knowledge (e.a., Cole-

man, et- 1966; Jencks, et al.,' 1972; Mostel-ler and Moynihan, 1972; Heath

and Nielson, 1974) . 'Even if the varianceili student outcomes resulting f:rom

teacher behavior is only about ,20 percent, as is often suggested by these

authors, this estimate an annual rate. Over 12 years of schooling, enor-

mous teacher effects on-students would accrue.

An emerging body of literature dealing particularly with children from

low-income families at the primary grade's indicates that teacher behavior

focused on direct instruction results. in increased acquisition of student

knowl'edge band skills. Teachers apparently _do make,,a' 'difference, pa-rticularly

if they act in accordance with some o'lhe common -sense principles that are

used by instructional technologists. The data to be presented below will

warn the 'hearts-of the Council for Basic Educatiorl, which has stressed th
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Importame or'JjreLt 1n5truLtion NJ'

Direct Instruction
tit

By direct instruction i meant:a,set-of teaching 'behaviors focused

on academic matters ;vhere,
41'
goals%are clear to stude ktimeolloCated -for

, V

-NA
,instruction is sufficient and continuous; content cOverace is extensive;

student performanCe As m&litbred;guestions are at a low cognitive level

and produce many correct responses;'and feedback to students is 'immediate

and acoeemicallAoriented. In direct ins4uction, the teachef controls

instructional goals;chooS-es material appropriate for the,student's ability

level, and paces the instructional episode. Interaction is characterized

as but not authoritarian; Father, learning. takes place in .a

convivial academic atmosphere. These comoonehts of direct instruction will

be describedkin greater detaij.,

Goal setting. A resent, study assigned anthropoloaicalethnographers

to 20 more-effective and` 24 less-effective classrooms in tesecOnckand

fifth grades (Tikunoff, Berliner and Rist; 1975). Effectiveness had been-
..

determi ned ;by measurino,200 tealers' ability to provide instruction in.ix-

perimentarteaching units. These teaching units were specially constructed

t o-weercurriculum packages in reading and mathematics wigth commonrghjec-

tives ,r terials, pr6tests, and pbsttests: The -amount of time each ygiion

was taught wa's controlled'. The mostAfiectiv and least-effective teachers

were then chosen for the ethnographic analysis.' EthnographerS carefully pre-
_

pared protocols of reading and mathematics lessons durina one week of instruct

-tion in each classtOom. Neither thetRthnographers nor the raters who analyzed

the-pro-ptotols View the measured effectiveneSs of the teachers. Analysis oil .

.

the nrotocols of the less-effective teachers combined with p rson'al observation

T ;
16
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1

..
\

revealed that in many classrooms, the goals of instruction were not clear.

That is, many children simply did noCknow what was expected of them.

LeTsons'might occur, for example, in two-691umn addition without provision

4-4 a structuring stateme t linking the material to be 'learned to previous

.

lessons, and without 'any statement of the expected outcome, of the isistruc-'

liohal episode. Seatwork Often occurred without the students knowing what

they\were responsiblse for mastering. Teacher statements aboiit the lesson's

objectives, or provision 'for advance organizers, were rare, Structuring,

defined primarily asothe teacher's preparation of students for a particular:.

Aresson, distinguished between more- and less-effective-teachers in the

protocolsfor second and fifth-grade reading and mathematics Structuring;

orfloal setting, appears to be related,to knowledge acquisition in the-class- ,
I

room and is part of the ewrrOnment characterized as direct instruction.

Time alloca4ion: Wiley.apd Harnischfeger (1974) examined theaverage

number of hours of schooling students receive (average daily attendance,

x length of school day, z length ofschool year). :Variation by scbool was

dramatically
associatedlikth the'acquisition of verbal and mathematical'

knowledge as measured by tests of verbal ability, reading comprehension,

and mathematics. Similarly: studies by Bond and Dykstra (1967), Harris and

-Serwer (1966), and Harris, Morrison, Serwer,.and Gold (1968) all report

negative correlations between teacher or student absences and achievement.

Stallings' (1975) evaluation of'150 P011ow-Through classes revealed

similar data.

Out of a possible 344 correlations between feading achievement*

and classroom processes, 118 were significantly related at the

.05 level., Of these, the most stromly correlated variables

suggest that the 1 gth the school day and the average:time

a child spent engag ading activity Were related to
. V'

4
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hiqh reacting score in bo h first and third grade. (p. 6

And, in reviewing- her date o mathem tics achievement, she no

Out of a possible 3 0 correlations between math ac' evement
and classroom proce ses, 108 were Significantly lated at .

the .05.1evel. Of hese, the most strongly cor elated vari-
ables suggest that, as in reading, the length the school
day ,and the averaae ength of time each child pent in math
activities were rela ed to higher math scores both-,First
and- TfJ ird grades (PP 6-7). ,

In the national sample Stallin\gs used for her evaldation re ort, the

length ,of the school gay.varied\ as much as two hours per day among schools.

Instructional time aripeAri to be a powe001 factor in actountinci-for aCgui-
,

sition of.knoWledge in the cl swoon.

Studying the .time variab eihas led these writers to observe class-

room allocations of time frombIth the teacher and student standpoints. A

reliable measure oftime- allo ation by the'teacher is easx to obtain. Typ-

a teacher in the 0-imla4 grades allocates 50-100 minutes a day to

reading, and 30-50 min tes' iethematics From the analysis of teaching_ .

protocols taken in the classes, f more d -effective teachers, it was

noted that when teache s become fixed by their tire allocation, startina and

ending 1e,,ssons by the lock rather than on the basis of student behaviors,

or when teachers rush :d students for any reason, theyappeared to be less

eflec:tive in helping tudents achieve' in academic areas (Tikunoff, 8erliner,

and Rist, '1975). Alsa, teacher engaged in abrupt shifts during the

time allocated for a sarticular subject, such as switching from individual

instruction in readinCj to behavior management, then to reading the princi-

pal's message, and then to lerge-groupinstruction-in reading, they were

less effective' teachers (Tilkunoff, Berliner, and Rist, 1975). Imarature

learners cannot thrive when choppy or disjointed lessons occur within a

18
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given instructional period.

4

While the teacher -isallocatinnolianci using time, wilat is the student

J
doing? the variable Galled active learni no.r.tithe synenymous with 'engage-

;
Ment, attention ,..and on-task behavior 7-can be Wily coded. Every time

a student is ,apparently on-task qurirwg....a teacher's allocated time for a

lesson,, tp..stbp.watich.can be run. When .the student is apparently off-task-.
4

-100kina out' the window, gojna to the rest rooms, doodling, talking, etc.),

the observer, can stop 'the watch..- Recently, in a suburban School, p typical

child's active learning time was clocked .during 45 minutes of seatwOrk .

, .

(learni nq-decodi ng sk.ills : n WorkVoiA ) The,' chi 1d was 'enoagedwi VI., the

.
17arning, task 3-1/2 minutes. Dpring a Subseuenf eacher-led, small-group

session for developing reading skills ,the child was apparently engaged

durinn of, the 25-Minute's allocated.
?,

rr,

To understand the process' by which knowledge -is acquired in the class-

room, at a minimum, one must be ablelto escribe the duration of the treat-

,
,

ment, The typical 180 dayt.of school i,no m st re1uced by teacher and

*

student absenaes due to buSsing ,difficul ties , parent don: f
.

ferenes, etc. This result must be multiplied by the number of minutes per
-go

.

day al locatedby a teaci;er for instrutiop in a. subject. The new figure-.
t

al

O

. .

must be adjusted for the number of minutes 'a student_ al locates ,tp active

leal-ning time. After-these computations have. been made, one is likely to
E

find that academically oriented instructional activity accounts for a triv-

ial amount of the total yearly school attivjties at the primary grades.
Y.

Data from'McDonald et al .' (19.75) r?rovide estimates that the median hours

of ,on-task reAng and mathematics, instruction for second- and fifth-gFade

students is well under 70 hours per sclidol year. Withimcl ass and between-.
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)

class variation -is, however,, quite large: ',,Given this state of affairs,

even slight increases in active learning_tinie would apPear,to be logically

related to increased student acquition orknowledge... EMpirical data ,

from many sources is accumulating to support this proposition (1311dbm, 1974).

It may 'be -con&luded that at the primary grades,',more academic know- .

ledge is acquired by:students ,in classes Where (a) the schools arra teachers"

have allocated more time for academic instruction; (b) the time used for.

to *' 'lessons is continuous rather than disjointed:, (c) teachers are activity

=4. oriented rather than bound by the clock as a guide for the length of the

-,..Kssons ; and (d) Students are actively involved in the instructional

episod so that differences between the teachers' and the students' allo-
w.

cation of time are Minimized.,

Academic focus. Timeis, of course, an empty vehicle. To produce

academic outcomes, it must" be filled with academiC behaviors. For

example, Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) studied process variables related

to reading and mathemAtics outcomes in first- and third-grade F011ow-Through
v.

claSses. Table 3 presentsselection from their data. The conclusions are

iri the directions expected. Academic actr ties ,and ,behaviors were posi-*

tiv ly related to the acquisition of reading aild mathematics' knowledge.

No academic classroom activities were negatively related to the acquisition

of reading and mathematic-s knowledge,'and, of course, when classroom manage-

mert problems were frequent, 'achievement was lower. As Rosenshine (1976,, in

press) notes for the Follow-Through data as a whole,'
:-There was- no nonacademi c activity which yielded positive cor-

iAel ations with reading and mathematics. This last sentence
is somewhat surprisi nq because It has frequently been argued
that Some of these other activities contribute to reading
achievement b'y motivating students or by providing additional
stimulation or pra4tice. Such indirect enhancement was not
evident in this study,

20 oN
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INSERT TABLE 3 HERE''

4 4

_on te nt coverage. The academic focps of. cl6ssroom titrie is s im1,1 ar

to the opportunity -to -learn variable so important in 4arrol s (1965)

theory, and the mastery. learning:and.Keller ,plan programs. The academic

focus provides, for content coverage and emphasis, the two critical vari-,

ables that emerged' from the analyse of the effects of curri-culum on the

acquisition of knowledge. Studies by Armento (1975) , Chang and Raths (1971) ,

Rosenshine (1'968), and Shutes (1969), all found significant relationships

between their aSsessme4t of the content covered by teachers and student

achievement. Moreover, for Armento and Rosenshine, the correlatiOrfs be-

tween the content thatwas- covered and student achievement were larger than

those gained for any other teacher betlavior variables.
4 4

McDonal d's (1975) deta from almost 1.00 second and fifth grade class-

rooms also support these findings :

...at both' the second and fi fth grade, the amount of mathe:
matics covered is a critical factor. This result should
not be surprising. Mathematics is an organized body of cc:T.7,,
tent, and tests constructe4 to measure what. students learn in

'mathematics are organised aroundgthis content. If students
have not been taught ...som1r..'. concept or prOcedur , .they simply 716

do not do well on those portions of the tes evant to that
topic. .Teaching procedures which maximize e ange of content
covered are teaching procedures likely to be effecti Ve [p.

Monitoring student ,acti
. Although findings are not always con-

sistent 114 thin and between studies, a trend exists 'in the data pointing toward

the need for adult monitoring of student progress. Some results .from the

observations of Stall ings and Kaskowityz (1974) , presented in Table 4, prd-

vide pertinent .information. One implication Of this table is ,that indepen-

derot seatwork or,independent small -group work is an inappropriate organizational

.211 .
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structure for elementary school classrooms, while larae-group instruc-

tonal settings a r to be more cb-nducive to acquisition of readi,,ng and

mathematics knowledge. Such is the opinion 01 Rosenshine (1976, in press):

"The results do not,tupport 'inilividualizing4 and provide support, parti-
,

cularly in the third-grade, for the use of large grou))5.71But Rosenshine.
.

reconiz,es that' these data also imply that when a 'teacher or other adult_

can monitor student' activities (e.g. , large -group instruction vs. inde-,

pendent seiework)oAchievement is higher.

INSERT TABLE 4 HERE

As was noted above, one student spent 3-1/2 minutes engaged in

tively learning during the 45 minutes of independent seatwork allocated to

her by the,teacher. This provides an estimate 'of lapproximately 8 percent

apparent utilization of time. In small-group work, with the teacher, 20

of 25 minutes was recorded as engaged time. This represents'a utiliz-

tion level of about 80 percent. oethe al located ,time' The di fference in

utilized time is parsimoniously accounted for by the absence or presence

of a tioni tor of student activities.

aP'Soar (1973) also studied grouping patternln. elementary school Follow-

Through classes and found similar evidence. He discovered that when stud-,
ents worked in a group twder adult supervision, correlations with .achieve-

,

ment were positive and often significant.' On the other hand, when smell

groups met without an,adult, correlations'between this organizational pat-

tern and achievement were negative and often significant. A simple fact may .

be inferred from the studies cited: many students do not engage in on-task

behavior when a teacher or other adult is not monitorina thir academic

activities.

22
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Individualized instructional programs make extensive:H.*e of inde-

pendent seatwork activities. However,.before advocates of individualiied .

.

. . .

rise in righteous indignation af the interpretations 2f:the data

qr
. , .. .

.. lilen above, 4e- should note that some teacher training that aCcomoanies .in -.

,

6ividualized programs prepares the 'teacher to oversee student.learning.

Pittsburg's Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) emphasizes the need

fora travelling teacher or travelling aide -- someone who constantly moni-
,

tors earn student's classroom behavior: Unfortunatel , in the imolementatidn

of many individualized programs, students' independent seatwork or indelpen-

41:lent small-group wurk is. monitored infrequently. Lower levels of. acquired

knowledge will result for students in classrooms where infrequent.monitOr-
_

- ing is normative.

Questioning. Table 5 frbm Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) Presents data.

that are substantiated in other studies. Open ended questions, i.e., ques-

tions high in the Bloom Taxonomy,.are negatively related to student achiev-

merit. So are nonacademic questions. Only academically focused, direct

questions at loweAlevels of the Bloom Taxonomy resulted in increased ac-
.

r

quisition of knowledge by students. Using a similar sample of low-income

F students, Soar (1973). alsso'found that factors with high loadings from vari-

ables such as convergent questions, drill, or questiOns. that have single
.

answers usually correlated positivelay.with achievement. Factors with load-
.

ings from variables li*e divergent questions and open-ended questions usually

eorreltted negatively with.achievement.

INSERT TABLE 5 HERE

7
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Despite Piaget's theory,, which cautions agaiqt the use of higher

cognitvxe questions with Ore-operational or concrete-o5erational children,

there has been an.emphasis on training teachers-4 to use higher cognitive

.,questions. Recent experimental work, along with the correlational data pre-
,

sented,.may reverse this trend.- Twgweil7designed experiments have demon-

strated that the percentage of cognitive questions asked by teachers per
.

lesson has no discernible effect on elementary s,chool students' acquisition

.

of knowledge (Gall, Ward, Berlfneri Cahen,\Elashoff, Stanton, and Winne,

1975',Program Teacher Effectivenes,19751.

Rosenshine (1976, in press) hasaiso brought together data on the

association between the kinds of student responses made to teacher ques-

tions and achievement. .As might be expected, academic responses are,posi-

open-ended estions are negatively correlated with outcome measures. ,Brophy

tively cOrr ated with outcomes; nonacademic'respoAses and responses to

aid Evertsoh (1974) also examined student responses and detected an interest-

ininteraction. For lower socioeconomic status students, the percent of

correct answers was positively correlated with achievement, while for.higher

socioeconomic status ciiildren, the percent of wrong answers was a positive

predictor. Ks .with curriculum and teaching methods, there are main effect

and interactions;.depending upon whether the class or the student is the unit

of analysis.

Feedback. From studies 'reviewed in Rosenshine (1971) and Duncan and

-Biddle (1974), Gage apd Berliner (1975) found T4 studies on the relationship

between teacher pr ise and udent achievement. Eight of these studies

yielded positive correlations with achievement, while six studies' yielded

24
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negative correlitions with achievement. No clear relationship between-

feedbackcin the form of praise and student acquisition of knowledge was

Oicernible from these studies. From studies of feedback in the form of :a

teacher'S Criticism Of students, Gage and Berliner (1975) found thirteen
".01

4

studies that yielded.riegative relationshtps with student achievement and

three studies that yielded positive relationships. Frequent criticism by

teachers would appeartqbe,a negative predictor of.student achievement.

Staings-aAd Kaskowitz (1974) also studied praise and criticism,

and their data help to .refine the.canoltisions drawn about the effects

of these forms of feedback,. They categorized praise or criticism'as

_academic or nonacademic in focus (e.g., praise for'reading work vs. praise

for working well in ,grodrIl-or, criticism for mathematics performance vs.,

criticism for music activities). The relationship with student achievement

is generally positive for.both praise and criticism when such feedback is

-focused on academic activities. The relationship of both these teacher-

feedback dimensions to student achievement is mixed or negative when given

for nonacademic student behaviors. ,

It appears that feedback, whether.praise or criticism, helps students

acquire knowledge if it is academically focused...This is consistent with

.the idea that a direct instructional emphasis in the classroom is a major

determinant of student achievement.,

Once again,, a distinction must be made between the class and the student

as units of analysis. At the classroom level of aggregation, these feedbaCk

dimensions appear to have similar effects when acaftmically focused, but att.

the studeht level of analysis, praise and criticism seem to have 'different

effects on different t pes of students. As one exa4pIe of this, introverts
-1;41

N
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and -extroverts appear to respond very diffeefently to praise and criticism

(Forlano and Axelrod, 1937; Thompson and tiunnicutt, 1944).

,-

troospnere.. An environment that stresses academic achievement,

makinn uselof many of the comnone6ts of direct instruction mentioned

! .

earlier, need not be authoritarian, coercive, or,aversive. Among the

characteristics of the more effective' classrooms reported by ethnographers

were convi vi ty , Cooperation deMoeracy_, and warmth. Les s-ef feeti ve

ctassroorns showed mote e,Aidete of teachers' belittling and s

ents and use of sarcasm.,.. The ethnographic*protocols were als

competitiveness, buI this variable di d not distinguish betwe?

amipg stud-

analyzed for

mOre-effec-

tive and 1 es s -ef fecti ve teachers . , The ethnonrahpi c anal ysj s al so` confi rmed

an QPIkious fact: in clasies where behavior management-problems exist,'a

warm atmosphere cannot-develop, and direct instruction cannot take place.

4
Classes that are out Of control are invariably classes where little aca-

demic learning takes place (Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist, 1975).

-The above, description of effective-classroom teaching, in which the

successful classroom environment is characterized by 'an emphasis on aca-

demic achievement, appears to by an unusually simple way to explain the

acquisition of knowledge in the classroom. Teaching behavior 4hi,ch is not

directly aimed at furthering academic achievement of the kind measured by

standardized achievement tests, will not result in much growth in knowledoeP
I

acquisition as measured by those kinds of tests. Te'achers who make a dif-

ference' in students' achievement are those who put studehts into contact

with curriculum materials and find ways to Veep them in contact with the know-
,.

ledge to.be .acqui red through their teaching methods And behaviors.

26
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lhouohlt.liwy he eoy to cirmi',s the data presented as nothing but

common senr,e, it is .clear from out observations of classrooms that(tOmmon

.

sense is not necessarily common nracti ce. AV even these simple descri n-
4
tions crf successful 'environments Mrr cl-as'sroorTi learnina are complicated by

the fact that data are not consistent wiihin and betweer'studies. More-
4

Over, when we try to explore- how individual students procesS the information

to the acquired their ability to encode, retrieve ," decode , and transfer

, information' the classroom becomes a very complex environment inwhich

to work.

Study' ng C1 assroom Learning

By addressing the molar environment chdracterized as direct instruc-

tion",tion", and usinn hinhly selected data relatina Fomoonents of that environy

metrt to student achievement, this paper avoided the problems that arise 'when

classroom teaching;iS apiroached in a 'more molecular fashion. Studies that

attempt to,eiamine sinaleskills or particular behaviors of teachers and

relate those iatia_bles to studerft ,outcomes.hve certain Substantial inade-

;1iugeies (Berliner, 1,975).

Some of' these prbblems 'relate to the issue of anpropriatetieIs of

teache
4/4

r behavi Al the unit of analysis for the indenendetit vari able , the

stabi 1.1 t of ,teacher behavior, and.construct validation. (Not-mentioned at

this time are the equally knotty prOblems-associated with - the cfiterion,

measure used to assess 'student achievemer and the stati.st i4a1' methods uS eda e
,

to Measure change in students' perforMance.)

. .,

, .

Appropriateness of Teaeher Behavior. Mae. studies of the- acquis'ition'
0 .. f

. of knowledge in the claisroom, cOunt or rate behavior and do.not deal ;it??
.

a.

27
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the ,crucial quetion of appropriateness of teacher behavior -- a qualitative

dimension that is difficult to come to grins- with. When obServinn in a

classroom, one becomeS.acutely aware of t he difference between a hiaher

cognitive question asked after a train of thought is ,running out, and the

, sane-type of questi on asked after a series of lower coanitive questions

have established a foundation from which to explore'liigher order` ideas.

Teachers sometimes ask inane questions. Teachers have been seen responding

to student-initiated questions with irrelevant information. Teachers some-

achieve e high tate of/probtng student responses to questions, see*

ingly without eregIrd far t student or the.kindof initial respodse given

to. the question. Some kt dents are embarrassed by the probing; with other y

students, the probes occurred at inagprooriate times, and s.ometimes,nrabes

were not used when the situation seemed to cry out for them. At other Ijmes,

the teachers' probing qUestions may have been as skillfut as Socrates' but

only their frequency was recorded. ilefore we can adequately assess- .how

Peticular teacher activities contribute to a student's acquisition of know-
,

ledge and skills, we must learn to con rout this ualitative dimension where

value judgments about anni-onriate use of skill enters into our descrintion

of classroom phenomena. fir

;
A.

The Unit of Analysis for the Independent Variable. Another problem one
4

becomes acutely aware of in studying teacher effectiveness is the problem of

the unit of analysis for Characterizing the independent VarAable. Is a single

teacher question the a roprlate unit? Is a question, along with the. w

time follows, thdappropriate unit? .Or does a teacher question, wait-
,-

e
time, and student, answer make up t4 unit which best characterizes the

,

lk
,

-ter

t

+.
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independentvariabfe 4eachers'often)fcllow stratenies of long duration.

They may Conduct an inductive lesson where the meaningful unit oranalvsis

may be'a one-hour orone-week episode that is concerned with the conserva-

tion of matter. The individual questions, reinforcer5, nrobes,,and student

..,

respnsei may be trivial aspects of the overall episode. Until we have

*adequate
. .

,

conceptions of the unit of analysis of our independent variables,

ve.:rii'ay need to-remain at a moTemolar,level for describinn claroom pro-
4,6

'ce5ses.

Stability of Teacher Behavior. When describing a "good" teacher,

many people 44 'a term such as "flexible." Such teachers are_expected to

c4inge methods, techniques, and styles to suit particular students, curri -

buliovareas,,time of day, etc. That is, the cAmonly held standard of

excellence in teaching implies a teacher whose behavior-is inherently un-

stable." Needless to say, this poses a problem for an observer trying to

o'

understand a teacher's customary and usual ways of teachino. A recent

review of the stability of teacher behavior (Shavelson and Dempsey, 1975)

pointed Cut' that many of the skills and behaviors that have been studied

in research on teacher effectiveness are unstable over occasions. A rather

large number of lbw and even negative stability-coefficients were found.

This means that the independent variabes..in many studies of teacher effec-

'--tiveness were often not'fair indicators of ateaCher's tyPival behavior.

Researchers seem sOeager to capture variables for data analysis with ratina

4.

scales and frequency counts,' that they apparently oraet to check if their

W

methodology is appropriate to the phenomena they are interested in studying!

A b.

:29
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e
'L* owArilit Validation Scientific understdriding of any phenomenon.

regyire', d di,criutive language that uses concepts having common meaning

aMOnn the ,cientist5 workind in the Sark area. Among researchers on

teacher e ectivenes-s, this criterion is not currently being met- A con-

cept such as "wai-mth:: does not have the;sammeantria from study to study.

Ateacher's warmth. may be measured:by self,report, student-report; observer-

ratind, frequenty-count of,smiles, percentage of gestures regarded as'af-

fectionate, or numerous other indicators. If these various imprecise and

perfect measures of warmth were intercorrelated, one could perhaps begin

P

to understand the construct which is now so glibly used but so poorly de-

fined. ExtensiVe construct validation must take place in research on'

teaching; otherwise, the imprecision of the language used to describe

phenomena of interest will continue to retard.,empirical study.

For these and other reasons, an organismic description, of Vtffn-
.

vironment which affects student achievement in classrooms seems e\Ag-
,

ful than a molecular. anprOach. Across>fty studies, using differe

,

observation instruments and different statistical techniques, a convergence

around the concept of'direct instruction is evident in.the literature; how-

ever, this promising concept will also need more clear and precise defini-

tion if it is to be useful in future research on classruow learhing.

Learning Theory and Classroom Learning.

This paper purposefully did not rely:upon;the concepts and principles

derived from learning theory and research to describe how knowledge is ac-
.

'quired in the classroom. This was avoided for many reasons, Skinner's des -

cription of clissrooM learning appears, to be woefully inadequate. For ex-

ample, he says, "The student who is paying atlntion tO a lecture or text

-30
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is reinforced when the words he hears or sees correspond to responses he

has anticipated -- an important ingredient in listening of reading with

`understanding.' p. T57) " If true,,this description could at best

account for only a small percentage of classroom learning. Likewise, the

concepts and principles of contiguity theory, respondent learning theory,

observational' learning theory also fail to elicit from the observerfa

sense of ainty that such concepts adequate-describe classroom learn-b. .

ing. C assrooms are dynamic.and complex environments. A classroom often

'constitutes'a confusing milieu to the observer trying to make sense out of

what is going on. Praise and criticism, when defined as positive reinforce-

ment and punishment, fail to elicit the same response from classroom learn-

ers as they' do from learnem inthe laboratory. 'In some classes, students

learn more from the errors they make than from their success in answerina

questions. Students are often observed watching an apparently flawless

demoostration of how to subtract without afterwards showing any evidence

of having acquired that knowledge.
.

Classrooms are not only quantitatively different from laboratory set-

tings; they are also qualitatively different, and thus may need to be un-

derstood by conceptual frameworks other than those provided by traditional.

learning theory (cf. McKeachie, 1974). Ode exception to this negative view

of. the eYficacy of the concepts.,and principles derived from learning theory,

however, is the current wor)( to cognitive learning theory using an informa-

tion processing perspective. Learners in all kinds of classrooms must or-

ganize information and give meaning to it as they go through school. An

understandina-of the ways in which processing and memo4Isystems work with'

organized.and meaningful verbal know-ledge is-likely to affect how instruction

31
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coirliA out. HowNer, until the internal processing mechanishis of

.

-'learners arLe better understood, molar descriptions of the effects of the

external environment on-the.acquiSition of, knowledge will have to suffice,

and most traditional learning theory shouldbe disregarded'as an'important

source of concepts for understanding classroom learning.

sr

Conclusion,.,

Major factors in the process of knowledge acquisitiOn in the class-

room are the content and emphasis of the curriculum in use and the content

coverage alid emphasis given .through the teaching methods employed. The

clasSroom behavior of a successful teacher is characterized by direct in-

struction, whereby students are brought into contact with the curriculum

materials and kept in contact with those materials until the requisite

knowledge js acquired. Ate the primary grades, direct instruction includes

goal setting; allocation of, sufficient time.to reach g'oals; motivating
Of

students by appropriate choice of curriculum materials, teaching methods,

and teaching behaviors so that active learning time is high; providing an

academic focus; and monitoring student activities, durekhe allocated in-

structional time. The successful teacherAsks direct questions' and provides

positive and negative feedback to students bn academic matters. The

atmosphere for successful direct insturction is warm, and student behavioral

prrobldms are low in frequency.

In general, studies of isolated teacher skills and behavior in natural

classroom environments have not provided much information about how knowledge

is acquired in the classroom. This state of affairs will continue until

investigators engagedin research on teaching have learned how to work

,32
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with the concept of opropriateness,"define A unit of analyCis for the study

Of teaching, obtain stable estimates of teacher behavi r ;over occasions,
_ .,:-

and perform extensive construct validation.'

'Because the classroom is ,such a complex and dynamic environment, tra-
,

ditional variables derived from theories of learning are insufficient in

accounting forflow students acquire knowledge in the classroom. Informa-

tion processing apprdaches to the study of learning are Promising but still

in their infancy.

If today's schools are failing to Provide students the knowledge and

skills theyneed, as many critics contend, some of the blame may be placed

on the failure of educators to undvstand a very simple fact. That is,

almost all" teacher behaviors that increase' class's engagement with the

content of almost any curriculum, communicated-to students throughalmost

any teaching method,Iwill increase student achieVe-ment. Complexity only

ariset'when we focus on individual students who may need different curri-

JO

culum, specially chosen teaching metho4s, and exposure to a unique set 'of

teaching behaviors in order to optimize their learning. Thus, the.factors

related to knowledge acquisition in the classroom may be viewed as both

disarmingly simple, and frightfully complex, atithe same time.

33.
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TABLE 1-

COMPARISONS OF INNOVATIVE AND TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM

(After Walker and Schaffarzick, 1975, p. 92)

Content bias of
the tests

'Number of
independent
comparisons

Results

Innovative

curriculum
superior to

traditional

curriculum

Traditional
curriculum
superior to
innovative

curriculum

Innovative

curriculum
equal to
p-aditional

curriculum

Test of knowl-
edge acquired
"favored the
fnnovative

curriculum

52 44

Test of knowl-
edge ocquired
favored the
traditional
curriculum

30

Content bias
of the tests
could not be

determined

16 4

-VI

3

r

7

9

A
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1 TABLE 2

TREATMENT MEANS ON THREE MEASURES OF OUTCOME
IN TWO CURRICULUM AREAS FOR DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF VERBAL ABILITY (After Chastiin, 19791)

Tests of
Acquired Knowledge

Initial

Verbal Ability

Means In
Foreign Language Curriculum

Audio-Lingual Cognitive

Habit Theory Code Learning Theory

Listening High 15.80 20.00

.Comprehension Low 17.69 14.33

Speaking High 35.00 ' 40.62

Analysis Low 41.62 34%00

Language High 25.50 22.31

Aptitude \ Low 18.55 4
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TABLE 3

WRRFLATIONS:BETWEEN CL.f6SROOM.PRO'CESS VARIABLES AND -

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

(After Stallings-and Kaskowitz, 1974)

GRADE AND SUBJECT

.

VARIABLES .

im;ite number of chqldren

ed in mathematics

First Grade
(N-108)

Math

Achievement

Classes

Reading
Achievement

itird Grade-Clatses
(N.58)

Math
Achievement-

.

Reading

Achievement

.

.35 .29

.

;60 ,

.

.31

l mate number of children

'ed in leading .32

.21

. dr

.40

'.35

"50
,,

.. .

.'59'

,

. /4

.

.42
it of instances in which
Aemic activity occurs

academic verbal inter-

Is
-

.

.41

.29

;

.26' -

le

.50+

.

.

.59

40.29

.

.33

_______

,&

of activities concerned
lumbers, math, or arith-

-.

,0
I

of activities concerned
-eadinq, alphabet or

lye develvment

of acti,wities concerned
trts anrtrafts.

..18'

". ,

_.; -

.

.40, .40
.

.

.

.23

-.23 -.29
.

-.26 -.03

of activities concerned
tusic, story telling and

11,
-.03

.

.-.16 ,

4

-.52

,

.

-.35's

-(7
: of (active play, -.26 -.23 -.29

I

-.10'

: ot_c)assroom management -.33 %.23 -.10 :, -.17

t 40
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TABLE 4 .

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN GROUPING PRACTICES AND
STUDENT ACHIEVNENT

1,P(AiPING PRACTICE
.

(After Stallings and Kaskowitz, 1974)

.

4

4 GRADE ANDSUBJECT

First Grade Classes
+an.

Math Reading

Achievement Achievement

I r

Third Grade Classe's

Math Reading

Achievement AchieVement

. ,. .)

rnal/ gragp Of children working
independehtly ill math

.

11!)) gro,up.of thildren working
independently in reading

-.14 22 -.46 -:41

.7:26 -.19

k

-.23

Teacher 144th large group

112t

Large group of4children with
any adult

.07 5 .47 .54

4

1*

e

r'

0 .09 .42 .48.

44i

4.

4

4 1 .

4

S

S.

a
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TABLE 5

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 'ADULT QUESTIONING
AND

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT'

itter Stall i rigs and Kaskowitz, 1974)

,

a

GRADE AND- SUBJECT

. .

I

,
1111%

,
A.

.

. -

VARIABLE
.

First GraWSlasses
4

Math
Achievement

leaji ng

A671 eveMent

.

Thi.edi,Gep
t
Math

Achievement

Classes
.

Reading

Achievement

Adult a cademoi
r

c commands , ore-

quests ,° and direct - questions elfu.c.

to groups of children
..- .

.

_

-...10.
cs

0,ir -
' -. .29

.

.54
.

,

,
I

. 51
lir

,

, .
Adult academi

.

c commands, re-
quests,: and -direct questions...,

to individual children '

4
.

.23

., )
s Alt

.29

. .

°.'

.

.10

.

g, .
.

.
Adolt, nom-,aGademic 'tommands
bequests, and `direct ques-

.

tions to ndiidual children
i.

...-
4 -.31'

.

.
6, .

-.25 ' . 1.0

)
- .,47 .4.

4. W
-,. 37

4

a

Adult -open rquestions
to ail 1 dren ,

_.
°

- -.03

7

.

-.11#
- .

/ `-r--1

-.35 I
.,

,

-.31

4/0

1
0 .

I
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